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Marc Jacobs ' spring/summer 2017 runway presentation

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Over the weekend, U.S. fashion designer Marc Jacobs responded to allegations of cultural appropriation after
sending models down the runway sporting colorful, wool dreadlocks during New York Fashion Week.

His eponymous Marc Jacobs label presented its spring/summer 2017 collection on Thursday, Sept. 15 at New York
concert venue Hammerstein Ballroom. The collection, said to be inspired by "Lana Wachowski, the 80s, raver
culture, Boy George and Harajuku," has angered many who have accused Mr. Jacobs of ripping off black culture.

Deadlocked from dreadlocks 
For the presentation, which featured a model cast of various races, Marc Jacobs worked with hair stylist Guido Palau
to create a "cyber" look. The dreads provided for the show were hand rolled and dyed by a Florida-based Etsy seller,
DreadslocksbyJena.

The negative responses to the inclusion of traditionally black hairstyles escalated when Mr. Palau, when speaking of
his inspiration for the hairstyle, did not cite Rastafarian culture as one of his many muses.
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Models behind-the-scenes at Marc Jacobs' spring/summer 2017 show

Opinion pieces and Twitter banter fought for both sides of the argument, with one position saying Marc Jacobs is
guilty of cultural appropriation because the models were not all black, that dreadlocks should not be commoditized
or seen as a novelty and because he did not draw inspiration from the culture most commonly associated with the
hairstyle.

The other side of the argument believes Marc Jacobs did nothing wrong, as hairstyles are not "owned" by one culture
or another.

Adding fuel to the fire, Mr. Jacobs' responded via Instagram that when a black woman straightens her hair, there is
not the same amount of backlash and that he "does not see color," comments that seemed to make matters worse for
the designer.

Many viewed the designer's comments to be tone deaf, causing Mr. Jacobs to respond for a second time. In his
statement, Mr. Jacobs said he read all of the comments, and "apologize[s] for the lack of sensitivity unintentionally
expressed by my brevity. I wholeheartedly believe in freedom of speech and freedom to express oneself through art,
clothes, words, hair, music EVERYTHING."

and I thank you for expressing your feelings. I apologize for the lack of sensit ivity unintentionally expressed by my



 

brevity. I wholeheartedly believe in freedom of speech and freedom to express oneself though art, clothes,
words, hair, music...EVERYTHING. Of course I do "see" color but I DO NOT discriminate. THAT IS A FACT! Please
continue to express your feelings freely but do it  kindly. Nothing is gained from spreading hate by name calling and
bullying.

A photo posted by Marc Jacobs (@themarcjacobs) on Sep 18, 2016 at 10:42am PDT

The fashion industry has been accused on many occasions of being culturally insensitive.

For example, outerwear label Moncler apologized in July after a cartoon penguin character used in its products and
marketing offended consumers.

Malfi, which is featured as part of Moncler's collaboration with artistic duo FriendsWithYou, received criticism from
consumers who felt its  face too closely resembled that of blackface minstrel caricatures. Moncler apologized to
consumers for any "distress," but has not made any mention of changing its marketing or pulling products from
stores (see story).
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